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Abstract
We present the counterSharp benchmark consisting of 123 projected

model counting instances. The instances originate from work on the reli-
ability quantification of programs written in C. We briefly introduce the
application field and describe the benchmark selection process.

1 Introduction
Proving software safety is a hard and tedious task which is not always possible
in practice. If safety is out of reach, it becomes necessary to estimate the risk of
using the software or, framed differently, to estimate its reliability. While safety
is typically seen as a qualitative property, i.e., a system can either be safe or
not, reliability is a quantitative property (e.g. the likelihood of failure).

This paper describes a benchmark for model counting, which consists out
of a set of propositional formulas derived from C programs. The benchmark
originates from our work [8]. We introduce the pipeline which created the in-
stances in Section 2. The structure of the benchmark is described in Section 3.
In addition to the propositional formulas given in conjunctive normal form (DI-
MACS format), the benchmark also contains previously measured counts and
run times for the counters Ganak [3] and ApproxMC [1, 4] using a 5min timeout
(details on the experimental setup can be found in [8, Section 4] as well as in
the GitHub repository1 or the evaluated artefact [7]).

The assembled benchmark is archived by Zenodo [9].
DOIDOI 10.5281/zenodo.598417410.5281/zenodo.5984174

2 Background: Quantifying Software Reliability
In previous work we show that projected model counting can be used to quantify
the reliability of C programs [8]. The presented pipeline takes C programs and
a specification as input. The specification is given in form of assumption and
assertion statements in the source code. The assumptions restrict the investi-
gated span of input values. An assertion statement describes the allowed set of
states when the execution reached this assertion. The fully automated pipeline
contains three steps:

1https://github.com/samysweb/counterSharp-experiments
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1. The given specification (assumptions and assertions) is transformed into
global variables, in such a way that we can determine the violation (or
adherence) of assumptions or assertions within the program state [8, Sec-
tion 3.1]. This transformation results in an augmented C program which
respects the original control and data flow.

2. Then, the augmented program is transformed into multiple propositional
logic formulas using the software bounded model-checker CBMC [2].

3. Finally, the propositional logic formulas are passed to a model counter.
By projecting onto the propositional variables representing the program’s
input, we are counting the number of input values. Further, we classify
the input values, e.g., (a) violates the assumptions, (b) only violating
the assertion, or (c) adhering all assumptions and assertions. Note that
every model of the formulas represents a program execution in the original
program modulo the introduced propositions of the Tseitin-encoding. At
the end, we estimate the program’s reliability by counting the input values
of the program.

This analysis can be performed on deterministic or non-deterministic programs
[8, Sect. 2] as well as using exact or approximate model counters [8, Sect. 3.3].

3 Structure of the Benchmark
Origin of the C Programs. For the evaluation of the approach, we per-
formed the analysis outlined above on a number of interesting representative
benchmark instances from the C-Snippets repository [6] as well from the SV Com-
petition repository [5]. The original C programs were modified to allow for a
quantitative analysis.

Generation of the DIMACS Files. The quantification pipeline produces
up to five projected model counting instances per C program, encoded as a
CNF in the DIMACS format. Each of the five instances originates from the
same program, but counts a different category of input values. In detail, we
count hits and misses of assumptions as well as assertions, and the number of
inputs which need a deeper unroll than the one provided by CBMC. Note, we
already decide the counted input category early (before the CNF formula is
generated by CBMC) by activating a certain assert statement in the program.
This allows us to exploit the pre-processing inside of CBMC. Therefore, the
CNFs may originate from the same C program, but can differ in their structure.
The benchmark mainly consists out of 123 CNF instances originating from 39
programs. The filename of the instances contains the name of the original
program and also the input category: assertion miss (asm), assertion hit (ash),
assumption hit (amh) and assumption miss (amm). The variables to project on
are given in the c ind comment in each DIMACS file.

Other files. Additionally to the DIMACS file, we provide a CSV file count.txt
which contains further information on the instances: known model counts and
the measured run-time of Ganak and ApproxMC. The file checksums.txt gives
the SHA256 checksum for each DIMACS file.
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